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Special to trie New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 14. Owing
to the continued illness of Chairman
Hamilton, the New Mexican statehood
report probably will be delayed until
Friday, or even later. The House
conferees reported to the senate an
increase in salaries of the governors
of New Mexico and Arizona to S3,- 500 a year and the secretaries to
$2,500. The constitution of New Mexico and a certified copy of the vote
was ordered printed today by the
House.
May Vote Tonight.
Washington, Feb. 14. Although no
agreement on time for a vote could be
reached, still the chance is that the
Canadian reciprocity agreement will
be passed by the House before adjournment tonight. A motion to cut
off general debate will be made about
5 o'clock and the advocates
of the
measure claim to have votes enough
to put it through.
Mills is Confident.
Washington, Feb. 14. Governor W.
J. Mills of New Mexico, who came
here to officially lay before the President and Congress certified copies of
the New Mexico constitution, believes that the measure will be
promptly approved, and that it will
soon become the organic law of' the
people of the territory.
As soon as this approval is given,
the constitution automatically goes
into effect and by the same process
the territory is admitted to the Union.
Senators Will Be Republican.
"Of course," said the governor, "
am not prepared to. say who will receive the honor of representing New
Mexico in the United States Senate,
but it is quite certain that they will
President Taft is
be Republicans.
very popular in our section of the
country and every indication points
to his renomination for this office in

j

j
i

total

of $4,862.45.

Bar Examiners.
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena
will leave Saturday for Rosweli to attend a meeting of the Territorial
Board of Examiners which will be
held in Rosweli Monday, February 20
and probably adjourn February 23.
Mr.. Sena will go overland with Chas.
C. Catron in his Lozier,
and with
them will travel W. J. Lucas, of Las
Vegas, the president of the board, and

Attorney Julius Staab.
Goes to Alamogordo.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes
will leave tomorrow for Alamogordo
where he will inspect the New Mexico National Guard. Mr. Brookes will
later go to El Paso and Juarez to see
the maneuvers of the federal troops
and insurrectos.
Filed Papers.
Papers of incorporation were filed
in Territorial Secretary Jaffa's office
by the Roberts Lumber company, the
directors and share holders of which
are Edgar W. Fulghum, 25 shares;
Benjamin W. Fulghum, 24 shares;
and John W. Riley, 1 share, making
50 shares which represent $5,000 capital stock. Benjamin W. Fulghum is
named as the statutory agent, and the
place of business is 207 South Second
street, Raton. The object of the company is to do a general saw milling
business and to manufacture, purchase wares and goods and merchandise of all kinds.

Smooth Sailing

Expected.
The indications are as pointed out
today by Governor Mills and Delegate Andrews, that the constitution
will have smooth vailing. They can-not foresee any ground upon which
serious opposition either at the White
House or at the capitol, can be based.
The governor said, In discussing the
1

85,000 Tax Schedules.

El Paso. Feb. J 4 Francisco I. i
dero has disapi eared as mysteriously
from El Paso ai he appeared here on
Sunday.
Althugh the fuJeial officials hold lettrs written and signed
by him in El Pnso on Sunday and have
a warrant for the arrest of the .Mexican insurrectc "President" they are
unable to locate him. The insurrecto
junta says ht no longer wears a
beard.
Nothing has reached Juarez
regarding the fight between Navarro
and Orozco although it is known that
the two fores must lie very close to
each other i ear Samalayuca, thirty
miles south of Juarez, where Orozco is
awaiting the arrival of Navarro.
Madera Fugitive From Justice.
El Paso, Fetf. 14. Members of the
Mexican Junta this morning admitted
that Francisco Madero had been here
the last six weeks, and only left on
Monday night after it was reported
that the United States officials had a
warrant for his arrest. The Junta
gave out a statement from Madero in
which he says that while he has no
desire to be an absconder from justice, there is no limit to which the
Mexican government would resort to
hold him in this or any other country
if he were to surrender and forsake
the effort of his troops in the field.
He is forced to take every precaution.
Madero says he is going to Mexico, to
the protection of his own troops In
the field, and hoped in short time to
be in possession of Ciudad Juarez or
some other suitable port of entry.
Navarro Not in Sight.
El Paso, Feb. 14. Newspaper men
returning this morning from Samala-yucwhere the insurrectos are en
camped, say that there is no sign of
the federals approaching and report
in the Insurrecto camp was that Navar
ro either is waiting or had returned

south.

Military Service to Be Obligatory.
Paris, Feb. 14. General Bernardo
Reyes has completed the first part of
his military mission
for President
Diaz of Mexico and today gave the
of bis conclusions.
.Thsy have
!o do with the establishment of obligatory military service in Mexico. The
general said that his ideal was a powerful army based on his suggestions
;md that- it would make possible a
grand homogenous republic freed of
General
revolution
and anarchy.
Reyes said he had no idea of returning
home now as his doing so might be
interpreted as a desire on his part
tc profit politically by the present political chaos in .Mexico. He said he
would recommend to Diaz obligators
military service for two years with no
possibility of the richer classes to

cutlin?

Assistant Territorial Auditor Chas.
W. Fairfield has sent out the last of the
85,000 tax schedules to the county assessors of the territory. They got
out earlier this year than lastand will
enable the assessors to get busy.
Officials Tanned.
Acting Govenror Jaffa and Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E.
Clark were at their offices today and
callers expressed surprise at the wonderfully healthy tan on their . faces hire substitutes.
wondering if they had had a trip to
the tropics. They had simply been to
Albuquerque, however, traveling by
auto. Both officials declared they LAWLESSNESS
had enjoyed the trip very much.

matter.

expect the President and Congress to approve of their

.

the treasury: From R. G. Palmer,
treasurer of Union county, $1,050.81;
from William M. Robins, treasurer of
Luna county, $1,274.79; from James
Sutherland, treasurer of Chaves county, $2,386.28; from Game and Fish
Warden Thomas P. Gable, $14.75; and
from Territorial Engineer Charles D.
Miller, $30 from road tax, making a

1912."

"New

.tuiig uuveruur jana today appointed Thomas P. Butler, of Levy,
Mora county, and William A. Stansell,
of Boaz, Chaves county, notaries pub
lic.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for

Mexicans

constitution without unnecessary delay. It is rational. In its provisions:
it is conservative, as we understand
conservatism in the west; it is strong
in its powers for self government, and
it meets the Important needs of the
people of that great territory.
"We entertain no fear for the fate
of the constitution," continued the
"It was ratified by a magovernor.
at the polls, which
1S.000
of
jority
shows That our people believe in it.
It is the best product of the best
brains in the territory. It contains
tin revolutionary measures, but on the
contrary throws safeguards around,all our property and the other interests of our people."
As soon as President Taft returned
from his western trip yesterday hej
took up the constitution and notmea
the governor and the delegates that
he would give it his most careful consideration. As for Congress, the document has been referred to the committees on territories of the two
bodies and will soon be reported out
with recommendations for its approval or disapproval by the House and

'

AWOKE WITH
SNAKE COILED ABOUT HER.

I

SIX-FOO- T

j

Sacramento,

Cal., Feb. 14.

Mrs. H.

Forming to Lynch
Swarthout of Berkeley, sister of the Mob
at
a
lecal
clerk
hotel,
night
yesterday
Negro Robbers Who Killed
awoke to find a
snake coiled
Two Whites
around her feet and legs. She aroused the entire hostelry with
her
screams. The snake was captured and
TKiRTEEM BREAK OUT OF JAIL
is being held in captivity.
six-fo-

ASEBALL IS

Senate.
B
Had to Wait for Mr. Taft.
The President was not in Washington when the governor first arrived.
IN THE AIR
This fact headed off the large delegawho
Mexican
politicians
New
of
tion
had originally decided to accompany
the executive here and join himCOn-in- Magnates of National League
of
V,n nrnvlalnna
the
.
iw...-j
ueieiiuiug
Held Lively Session
stitution should it be found necessary
defense.
to offer any
New York
Canadian Reciprocity.
Washington, Feb. 14. It may be
two days before the House votes-onAMERICANS ADOPT SCHEDULE
.

at

:

Canadian reciprocity. When the con- sideration of the McCall bill was resumed today, the announced proposed New Official Leather Sphere to
agreement to end the general debate j Be
Adopted and Rules May
at 5 o'clock this afternoon had failed,
-

(
j
j

j

Be Changed.
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SEABERG COLISEUM

IN ASHES.

Largest Theater

x

The Hugo Seaberg Coliseum
at Raton burned to the ground
last night. It had the largest
theseating capacity of any
ater in New Mexico but was
a frame structure. None of the
The
contents were saved.
loss is declared to be $40,000
partly covered by insurance.
The owner is Hugo Seaberg,
in this
an attorney,
city. The fire was kept with
to
difficulty from spreading
surrounding structures.

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X

In New Mexl-icLocated at Raton
Burned to Ground.

o

well-know- n
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Louisville. Ky., Feb. 14. A special
from Rexall, Ky., says that three
negroes attacked three aged white
men there, attempting robbery. The
whites showed fight and two were
killed by the negroes. Two negroes
were captured but another escaped.
A mob is forming.
Thirteen Break Out of Jail,
Chattanooga, Tenn., Feb. 14. The
"double hoodoo" of the number thirteen had no terrors for a band of prisoners who escaped from the Marion
county jail at Jasper last night. The
escape was made by a party of thirteen and they made their "getaway"
on the thirteenth of the month. Five
negroes in the party overcame their
superstition to gain their freedom.
The prisoners cut through a steel
floor, and then tunneled to a brick
wall surrounding the jail yard. The
wall was battered down before the
guards were aroused and the' prisoners escaped to the mountains.

New York, Feb. 14. Today's meetof the Baseball Magnate's Nationto be
al league promises
lively.
Among the subjects to come up is the
proposed adoption of a new official
league ball and the question of rules
revision. Probably nothing can be
done along the latter line, however,
as President Ban Johnson of the
American league has appointed no WEALTHY
rules committee from the American

ing

s

Cut Through Steel Floor, Tunnel
to Prison Wall and Take
to Mountains.

POLITICIAN KEPT
DISORDERLY HOME.

A

league.

Seattle, Feb. 14. The clean up of
the city was begun last night. Among
the disorderly houses raided was one
owned by a wealthy politician who
strongly supported Mayor Gill in the
which resulted in
recall campaign
A schedule has been drafted for sevousting him. The gamblers and man
eral weeks and President Johnson who live off the earnings of fallen
says it will be adopted
without women have fled to Vancouver "and

Schedule for 1911.
Chicago, Feb. 14. Representatives
of the American league opened their
annual midwinter meeting here today
to adopt a playing schedule for 1911.

change.

San Francisco.
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,Tho trip made by v.i.U known Santa
Today la Sr. 'al ,;ir.,.-.uenver, Feb. 1
is wear-inI'rofessor N'els C. Nelson of the
St.
was the lush. P AllO
Sunday to AiMiquvrijiif. has
a large grin today because of the .... (V Valentine
of California kept a larg
University
,1
suut-ieprced both a pleas-- re and instrucmartyrdom under t
:.nd intelligent audience guessing and
tive. The trip was aade not onlv ujuii m (i;e wnoisaio price of l"'"!ll in Rome or according in
ber
aspiiig at the hiirh school auditoribecause motoring at this time of the visio!ls shown yesterday.
n
Eggs, pork, tltorities under Aurelian in n;i
al: In?- nSght wiieti be delivered
a
year is delightful, but to promote' val. and vegetables showed a decid-- on February II.
,;v on "The Incas of Peru." It
more cordial relations net ween the ed decline and retail dealers declare
Tno 0,(1 idea was that birds on this
was a m ii tteler the
auspices of the
cities. As a result .li)i:q::enue will that the reduced prices will become da-- selected their affinities heno: the
ArcharfdoL'
til
and Judge
Society
send out, a motor pari;.- to Santa Ke operative lor consumers before the Practice of young people
choositii: .lobn !t.
Fie, pr sident of the soci-"- !
and thus popularize the road which end of the week. Eggs were quiaeci tn,'ir valentines on that day by
ety,
'he sneaker.
and
links the Ancient with the Duke City.
at 17 to"" 2D cents, a re due- - ing messages of an amatory or
'ood manipulated the lantern
of in to 13 cents from a month baps of it satirical nature. These were Owe,
Tho.i too, Santa Fe will
a party
slide;
The lc j,,,.,. w;, intensely in
up to Las Vegas for the same pur- ago. Pork and pork products fell a Si'"T of course anonymously for
it. took the listener
to a cent and a half and buft.--- r
' V often is the first cousin of ro-teresting
pose and possibly the Meadow City
over the nr.
P s
will make the retori
to Til' cents lower than a month t ance.
and
romantic
courteous
The day used to lie well observed paths of l'ei "ii.,n ci i;:., pn it reseveral of its citizens over ago'
j
here, using autos as ocomotion.
';,T'" Britain but the residents of called the days when as boys
Warm Weather Does It.
All of the motorist, !'e:ininil from
'!ri,is'" Isle gradually lost inter-o- f girls, Preseott's History t.f I'eni was
(.
The withdrawal
Chicago, Feb.
the Duke City vest; 'lay afternoon,
'" s'"'n romance. But Uncle Sam eagerly devoured; i1
cold storage eggs from market
the sim"laili 'I for his cousin's ilarity of adobe cuiiFTuctioii t0 our
though Mr. and Mrs. ilerny 1).
terday was followed by the announce-- j mur'!
ton and Mr. and Mrs.
L. Solig-trai- mnt of a further decline of two cents
and children throughout the own, and the mountainous portion of
......
A
man came back per
as their ..a u'1.eu
hi .1...
toe juice ui me jrenn pro-- ; iaml today are afforded much amuse- - Peru was found to be similar to ou
Moon car had trouble with its gears duct. The best selected arc now sell-- ! meat by the exchange of cards.
own plateaus and was inhabited tin to
Santa
were busy all day cilh- - an altitude of 1 l.oou
just as the powerful machine was ing at 10 cents a dozen, the lowest
feet, or a thouer sending out valentines or opening sand feet
being taken out of the garage.
price of the Chicago market for three
than the top of
higher
thorn
and reading what the poet had Mount
The others returned in their mo-- j years and lower than ever before re- naldy.
tors. Those in the party were Act-- corded
in
The warm to say.
The.
February.
hu- illustrations were of
It was fun to stand a few minutes
ing Governor and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, weather is doing it. The hens have
man interest and were w I suited to
in
the
Comand
and
watch
men
Land
Mrs.
and
postoffice
Seligman,
Mayor
forgotten it is winter and have been
Eive one a view of Peru ;n the year
missioner and Mrs. R. P. Fri ien, Mrs. industrious nil over the eoiie.trv Ti1k omen wnih up to tne general d' liv- of A.
I).. I2(i as f;ir as remains can
er-S. G. Cartwright,
wi,l(,"w or ,ake om ,h"ir lo, k 1,ox
Superintendent of has also come down to 3
cents a
form such a picture.
Public Instruction J. K. Chirk, Arthur quart wholesale.
keys and remove the tender messages
The lecturer showed slides which
irom tne letter box.
he faces of the
Griffyi, Frank Owen ami 11. n. Lewis.
Texas Floods Market With Eggs.
a fair idea of the
'rave
of
readers
topography of
missives
these
told
Mechanician
Lewis controlled
the
the
Feb. 11. -- Texas
IVrn., i's coast, its mountains and its
story.
destinies of the Moon car before it ih Galveston, Txas,
east-!
eggs to north rn and
There was a man with bine eyes and forest region. The mountains a e
took the gear trouble. Mr. Clark was ernshipping
markets by the carloads. Yester- he
'he grandest mountain masses our- monarch of the Carfercar's machinprobably got a verse about
were made
day full car shipments
side of the Himalayas, and the east-- i
"Dear eyes of blue
ery and Frank Owen piloted the third from more than a dozen towns in the
ern range is the highest. Some of the
"I do love you."
car. Mr. Griffin lent mechanical aid
A
southwest portion of the state.
And then there was the maiden
to the trio of lightning conductors.
lO.fm'i to 22,(hi0 feet. Th
imost peculiar tiling about, this in with the dark luminaries and she read peaks reach
.region immediately about Lake TjM-- :
The Trip.
crease of egg product is the fact that
about caca, one of the most, noted large
Speaking of the trip Mayor Selig- car lots have recently been sent out something equally charming
her
hikes in the world, because of its ele-- I
man said today:
wers
which
towns
of the state from
vation of 12.5).--, feel, is a drainage
"It was well worth while even if not on the mat) three years ago. If "Eyes of lovely Brown
now
frown."
"Now
they
twinkle,
they
we had gone only to the brow of La those who have been figuring upon
province by itself, and was
the
Another damsel was seen to hur- - source of the civilization of the
Incas
Bajada Hill and enjoyed the splendid what has caused the sudden drop in
hide
received.
missive
she
the
whose capital was at Cuzco.
panorama it affords over the Rio the price of eggs will take into con- riedly
on reading it and
Grande valley. This is an easy trip sideration the broadening areas in A friend insisted
Peru is a country of contradictions,
and can be made in an hour and for southwest Texas which have become repeated the words.
It. has desert stretches in which few
too with fine art.
"Your
eyebrows
a short trip is to be highly recom- the home of the hen in the past three
tilings grow or live; it has well watmended. The trip from Albuquerque or four years they will get a most "Xaivelv tell of the marble heart."
That was from a slighted admirer, tre(1 valleys wherein the most luxuri-Th- e
here can be made in four hours but valuable pointer. In this country, the
recipient finally laughed but she 0,ls vegetation abounds. It has every
our car took longer as we had the climate is so mild that hens properly
seemed
somewhat annoyed for all variety of climate, torrid heat in some
camera craze and took IS pictures." fed Tiroduce ecES almost the year
u'e Qel' valleys and perpetual
that.
It is this, coupled with thej - O"
round
RecomnierUations.
arcti? ou!l .on '.he higher
as it iiib s'r.Ui. 'his tsj (..
eoiiitie,
in
"The trip proved very instructive
poultry production, the dav children have lots of amuse.-- mountains above lO.non feet.
rapid increase
.
.
1,
I
fVol
unlll
,u uu
as well as a pleasant outin;
.,.
Among tnat is Having
ns. fnilnv are allowed
It was with keen interest that one
the recommendations that should lis! reduced cost of eggs
children.
to
become
was led over the history of this remade to the good road officials of the die of December eggs have dropped
The postal" card valentine was also
county to improve this road to Albu- in price at retail rrom ior;y ccua iu in evidence and although less expen- markable country which has a golden
!u:ra of romance and mystery around
in
querque is the erection of mile posts twenty cents, the drop coming
sive than thos of the card system, it. Mr. Nelson fhowed that
to the increasing supply. Durso that motorists can tell just where
great civanstill it was more amusing, more
ilizations and cultures had their rise
they are at,' Sign ports telling place ing this time many cars have been noying.
only in temperate climes.
and distance and warning signs to gi
shipped to northern and eastern marSome men escaped with one valen- Tex-uMr. Nelson told of the visit, to Peru
signals of danger should also be putkets, emphasizing the fact that
tn be debited
tn.i tMit mlier
at certain points, especially be- - as is one of the greatest egg andpoul-for,lle Spaniards in 1531, and how
a
a
man
toothbrush
with
,i(h ,ho,n
the big cut the sign 'Stop Motor try producing sections of the United mous'nche and heavy eyebrows was they found a civilization
not free
to Cool for Hard Climb'
might be Slates. Some on put it this way: "Get seen asking for a letter at the general irom wars. Lut it was the ancient
erected with advantage. The acequias ten acres of Texas land, buy a dozen delivery window and greatly to bis civilization, that leading back to the
which make crossing such a jar to hens, and you have the foundation for
surprise was handed a half dozen val 12th century, the lecturer dwelt on
be a fortune."
machine and passengers could
entine cards. He could not open that with greater emphasis, and at times
easily fixed with culverts for $"0."
narrow door quick enough to get out hurrying back many hundreds of
each and the county should contribute
years farther by pictures of the mas- of the office.
the $300 asked by the Good Roads
stone work of the ancients.
At the Capitol.
MONOPOLY
Commission for that purpose.
At the capitol some valentine send
The ncaS- Mr. Seligman said the road from
had worked overtime for
The Incas. which
er
evidently
furnished the"
here to the Half Way Hill should be
of the officials were remember name for the
ecture.
established
CERTAINTY many
ue-dragged to take the dirt to the center.
ed. Some of the valentines were
their capital at Cuzco in the 12th cenPraises This County.
eidedly satirical and far from ama- tury and gradually extended their doThe mayor was warm in his praise
torv. Still there were a few valen-- minion from Quito In Ecuador on the
of the general condition of, the road
Comthat were so coy and "naive" north to the border of Chili on the
of
tines
Report
in this county but he declared
the Sensationa
official had
even a
that
In astronomical science and
roads in Bernalillo and Sandoval counmissioner of Corporations to read Ihem more than once, no mat-- j south.
chronology they appear inferior to
ties, especially the road from Bernawas.
he
ter how busy
to President
the Aztecs, and their buildings were
lillo to Albuquerque are a "fright."
And the more verse one read on s,mplel. beit)R seldom more than
As for weather conditions they were!
iuuk
St. aientJiies uio
Ktorv high, but they were massive.
agreeable except the party met with)
, ....
riffi. oil ICi
IS" MOT PROMISING tins.
...l..,l,.n
,., llnl.
wonuereu
eueu., ......
FUTURE
7 The doors as spm
a sandstorm at Alc;odones.
hy pictllr(ls ghown
.......
more ot a mauet ui uu.
The mayor who kept pencil in hand
'ist night, were narrower at the ton
ot
conieui.
"inward
or essentially
ithan the bottom, a pattern found in
gave the following official schedule!
Smith Qraws Certainly today is was the '"sponta Egypt. The Incas were great road
of his party's time in Mr. Owen's car: Herbert Knox
neous overflow- of powerful feelings."
makers however, and the science of
Sunday.
Dark Picture of Existing
Left Santa Fe Sunday 9 a. m.
irrigation was well understood.
Conditions.
Arrived top La Bajada Hill, 10:00.
The lecturer showed pictures which
Thirty minutes for picture taking.
proved the Incas were adepts in the
concen11.
The
Feb.
Left at 10:36 a. m.
Washington,
working of gold, silver and precious
of
Lunched at bottom of hill leaving tration of the control
standing
fitnne u, flinnr-V- i their fr.tu
"v.. i nnli.
uui i
.....I, i.v'i.-- ien-.at 1:15 p. m.
timber in a very few hands; vast
ui uiuii.e, anu (lien I. tunes ui cot
ARE
Arrived Santo Domingo, 1.43 "p. m. speculative holdings "far in advance
ton and vicuna were beautiful in both
Watered in machines. Left at 2 p. m. of any use thereof," and an enormous
texture and coloring. The design of
Arrived at the Rig Cut 2:40 p. m. increase in value "of this diminishing
the cat was found in some of
faAt Algodones 3 p. m. At San Felipe natural resource with great profits
Minnesota in brics and the curious eyes and the
comic
3:30 p. m. At Bernalillo 4 p. m. At to its owners," and incidentally an Left Battleship
tail caused gales of laughter to sweep
Power Launch for Cuban
Albuquerque 5 28 p. m.
equally sinister land monopoly," and
dominaover the audience.
closely connected railroad
Monday.
Shore
The Incas were not always at peace
Return trip. Left Alvarado hotel tion;" these are the findings report
land when they fought they used
11:40 a. m. Monday.
ed to the President by Herbert Knox
Arrived Bernalillo 1:10 p. m. At Smith, commissioner of corporations
slings for David and Goliath combats
BEEN
HAVE
San Felipe 1:3.'. At Algodones 1:50 in the first installment of his long
in many broken skulls. But
resulting
awaited report on the lumber indus- p. m.
they had surgeons too, and the art of
Ten .minute stop to water machine try of the United States. The report
,repanins vas known as wa3 shown
Left 2 p. m.
n
'was sent to Congress today by the They Were Last Heard hrom .n (hf
Arrived at cut at 2.33 n. m. Thirty President. The commissioner's foreof them indicated that the patient
at Small Town of
minutes for luncheon. Left at 3:('3 cast of the future partakes of the sen
had died under the operation which
Jatibonico
sational. "In the last forty years,"
p. m.
was not completed.
Arrived at Santo Domingo 3:52 p. he says "concentration has so proBurial.
h.ei
Caintanera, Cuba, Feb
m. At La Bajada Hill 4:18 p. m. As ceeded that 195 holders, many inter
And after an inca died he
was
cended to top of hill in 2S minutes related, have practically halt ot tne officers of the American battleship treated with
His arms
respect.
a
great
in
vessel
j
left
the
who
investi-in
the
Minnesota,
Arriving at 4:4fi p. m.
privately owned timber
were folded, his
drawn tip to
t
yesteruay are unsa.ns aim his chin and he was given the "sack".
Arrived Santa Fe 6:00 p. m.
gated area (which contains eighty per power-boaiu
nave
ianeu
,
cent of the whole.) This formidable tugs and torpedo uoats
The officer 3 :'usvas nierauy tying mm up in a
C.i.rl
fun( tbem.
process certainly involves grave
UNCERTAINTY PREVAILS
atI(i burying him in sand to
at
the town of h'Kp
from
heard
were
last
an
of
impregnable
ON THE WOOL MARKET. ture possibilities
allow his body to be mummified.
met
boat
is
feared
the
It
Jatibonico.
whose
condition
monopolistic
Sometimes a falsp head was attached
Boston, Feb. M Considerable unconsequences it is difficult with an accident
to the sack, and this head of wood
wool
in
local
the
certainty prevails
to anticipate fully or to
was painted like a mask and had an
market, although there is a fair deCITIZENS AROUSE THEMSELVES
ornament on it like a silver or gold
some
mand for fleece wools and
TO REFORM SCHOOL SYSTEM
.
- '
incas iookcu xime
an
ore
The
Colo
movement in territory and original NO CHANGE IN FIGHT FOR
pejj
j
Denver,
oi
personification
dignity.
Fin3
remain
bags. Values
steady.
'COLORADO SENATORSHIP. ization of 5.000 citizens Into a
The mumies were similar howevmediums territory are held at 52 to
body to bring about the adop- er to those of other Indian tribes
ma55 cleaned; while some original bag
no
was
in
the
Denver
of
tion
reforms
puhlic found in North America.
Denver, Feb. 14. There
Pulled terial
task
Wyoming has so'd at 20
change in today's senatorial school system i3 the
That the Incas were pretty good
wool is dull, but tne ioreign trade " ballot.
Speer received 2; votes. with which the Denver School league
made
has
20.
looking up.
progress.
good
Adams
(Continued on Page Five.)
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HERE IS A REMEDY THAT recently one of ti;? directors of the
JUST HALF
Vaughn Trust ar.d Savings Bank,
WILL CURE F.CZEMA
Ky.- - Mrs
Clyde,
met
with an accidfit on the Rock Isl"WE PRO"E IT."
from
writes
Clyde:
and railroad
suited

IN

BED.

I. A.

Decker,
"I recommend
his
Wny wasiF time and raonej expertdeath Friday morning at S:30 at a Cardui, the woman's tonic, to any
meriting witii greasy salves .ud o
woman in need of i
For
remedy.
.
fion.-,trying to jri
tbi mvema ipfin Hospital in El Paso where he had :lve 5'ears, I wag unable to
do i:
been
taken
pum-ntMr.
for
tr.
Grigss:
i
'vVn R'rlc.
"""i hjuv. u,um cut" ".in nuu iitf Half
named in fron' of tram No. 4 at i" l'd. At last Imy time was spent
Capital Pharmacy guarantees ZEMO.
tried Cardui. N0v
Duran
and was run down. The engine I am
a clean liquid preparation for external
well and happy, and can do
my
use to rid the skin of the germ life passed over one '."Me and he sus- own
work." Don't su.'fer pain, headtained painful ron'tiMnns about the
that causes the trouble.
ache,
backache, and other womanly
In over 2,000 towns and cities in head and face.
Tininjured man miserias, when
your own druggist
America, the leading druggist has the was hurried to K! IVi.--o by the rail- has on his
shelf a remedy for sueh
agency for ZEMO and he will tell you road physician. An: 'tation was first
uuuoies ua.'dui.
Get a bottle fr.r
Tl... ,
of the marvelous cures made by this made at the an!i!
l6ltAS a gen9ral tonic for
clean, simple treatment. ZEMO is second amputation
made Just
.
t. . ueen ....
.uu, uuiuuij uiia
iouna
?
recognized as the cleanest and most low the knee.
Griggsby sue-- i for 50 years that
would
take Its place.
eczema. cumbed to the eff
treatment
for
popular
.
of the last
Try it.
It v. ill Lelp you.
pimples, dandruff and a:', other forms eration this morn:
Deceased was
of skin or scalp affections whether on anout rz years oM ,nd leaves a wife
a drouth
infant or grown person. Will you try and one child. T
resisting grain that will posremains were sess
all the food qualities of
a bottle on our recommendation? shipped to Duran r burial.
ordinary
wheat, and will have perhaps a greatThe Capital Pharmacy.
Insanity on Incr se in New Mexi- - er yield.
co Four patients
cro admitted Sat-- i
Emmer is not a hybrid. It was
xico hospital for
urday to the New
brought from Palatine a few years
the insane, at
The pa- ago and
Vegas.
THE ONLY ROUND OF.
Professor Uuffura has been
and the con irs from which miTrnx'i n cr if k
.i
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe,
j
Telephone No. 40.
they were sent nr as follOWS: Mrs. tiOIlH fnr
.
...
cai a. iue st:u WHICH
jout
Gregorita Salazar, nos county; Mrs. he is
WE GIVE CASB REGISTER TICKFT S
The Hill o' Dreams.
this year produces
Nellie Hendryx. Mt Kinley county; a eralnputting
,
.;
WITH
(Helen Lanyon)
ALL
CASH PURCHASE
Anastacio Valenci
Miguel coun-II- , having wonderful
drouth
Sorrow and I have parted friendship,
resisting
ty; Frank Lundp:
Bernalillo coun-uriqualities, and producing a yield some-- :
borrow and have parted company; ty. Anastacio Va
was given an times as
S5
Km
as
bushels
high
Now shall life's golden hour as examination as to
per acreJ
:mity Saturday by While he
the
regards
smoothly slip
Judge Clarence .1. Huberts.
hybrid as perfect so far as the varieAs beaded pray'rs upon a rosary.
Mining in Taos bounty Ten loads ty is
concerned, he is- endeavoring to
of lumber from
lumber
Dorney
imnrnvp if
For love stood waiting on the high- yard at Taos wi out on Thursday tlon before mafnp;nih- i...
j
placing it on the market,
for the Hamra or vinons up the Rio,
way long,
of these grains will be shown
Samples
And led me from the noise of hur- Hondo. Antonio
chero has charge at the dry
farming congress in Colo-ion- .
of the transpon
The Hamm
rying feet,
viiJ.o IttlJ, anu
lo piuu- WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
Into a garden full of snice and snm- Mining and Milling Company are pre able that several
exjwrimental
crops
to
And wonder flowers rich with nec- paring
A New Line of
open wnrk on an extended of emmer will be sown in the eastscale as soon as nnssibie.
tar sweet.
ern portion of the state for impaction during the congress.
I laughed aloud as laughs a child at
Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable
remedy for backache, rheumatism PREACHERS PREFER SOFT
play,
Dancing and singing through the and urinary irregularities.
SEAT AND IDLE GOSSIP.
They are
tonic in action, quick in results and
golden land.
Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 14. Too many
wnen lo: There stood before me afford a prompt relief for all kidney of our present-dapreachers are molin the way
disorders.
Sold at the Capital lycoddles to awake the interest of the
Style
Exclusive
Sorrow and Love linked lightly Pharmacy.
average man of affairs in the church,
Fit
Perfect
hand in hand.
according to the Rev. Randolnh Cook.
Wear
the local Christian minister, who to-Exceptional
NEW GRAIN FOR
Comfort
Like a Stocking
Solomon Was Fined Solomon MarSCIENTIFIC FARMING. night delivered a sermon on the sub-- '
ject, "Everybody Works But Father."
tinez was fined $10 and costs bv Jus
tice or the Peace Witt at Taos on the It May Solve Problems That Confront "Most preachers Drefer the settee andi
talk with women to the important afTillers of the Soil in Eastern
charge of assault and battery.
fairs of life," he said.
New Mexico.
Sentences
Imposed A. Galleeos
Fort Collins, Colo., Feb. 14. Dry
I and H. S. Fariardo
days and Pearl Skinner five days in farmers of the world are viewing with RICH MAN'S SON HELPS
ROB FATHER'S HOUSE.
the Albuquerque jail by Juslice of the interest the experiments going on for
New York, Feb. 14. Charged with
Peace Craig for being drunk. H. O. years under the direction of Profes
Simmons was arrested for
his sor B. C. Buffum of the Worland farm, admitting two burglars to his fathin the Big Horn district of Wyoming, er's home and aiding them in looting
1 automobile without a lisht.driving
Woman Tramp on Train A Santa looking to the production of various the house James P. McKinney, Jr..
Fe brakeman yesterday put a woman grains especially adapted to withstand son of a wealthv New Yorker, is un- tramp from a freight train near Sulsz- - the drouth of the arid regions, and yet ' dGr arrest together with two men
as tured by the police, one of whom was
bacher, not far from Las Vegas. The having the same finalities as
'
woman fought like a wildcat and are found in the trains produced un i seriously wounded before he surrendered. One of the burglars and McKinder
Lumber and all kinds
conditions.
farming
ordinary
when finally ejected drew a revolver
Lump, nut and
Professor Buffum, who was former- ney, the police say, have confessed.
of building material
and fired at the brakeman.
mine run coal
ly in charge of ilie government
Pedro
Valencia
Arrested Pedro
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Valencia was arrested at Taos, as he cultural experiment station at Firt
YARD OM KICKOX STREET, NEAR
was about to visit Refugio Lucero in Collins, has been devoting the m; ,jor Take LAXATI V E BROMO Quinine Tablets
of his attention since he been ne
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Druggists lefund money If it ails to cure K.
the county jail. A search revealed lart
of the Worland farm to the W. GROVE'S signature is on each box. 25c
manager
that Valencia carried a deadly weapdevelopment of winter emmer and to
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
on, in the shape of brass knuckles, the
perfection of hybrids produced by
in his pocket.
the crossing of emmer with various
Deaths
at
Carlos other grains.
Albuqusrque
Bruno, aged 19 years, son of Mr. and
His principal experiments with hyMrs. Pasqual Bruno, died near Albu- brids to date iiave been with those
querque of pneumonia.
Mrs. Alexan- produced by the crossing of emmer
I have a ii e' assortment of
der Knapp, aged 57 years, wife of Po- with ordinary wheat, and he is coniiMiii uiMiiwimBaij
inniiii ii
liceman Knapp at Albuquerque, died vinced that the result, when the
Samples for LADIES SUITS
after twenty-fivCOATS JACKETS or SKIRTS
HERE'S THE" WONDER WORKER!
years' suffering with grains have been carefully selected
for seed a number of years, will be
locomotor ataxia.
I Guarantee a good fit. Prices
This engine can be attached to your
Held for Court on Serious Charge-Raf- ael
moderate.
are
pump and working in ten minutes
There is more Catarrh in this sec
Vigil, who was arrested last
after you take it off your wagon. No
Friday, charged with cattle stealing, tion of the country thai all other disCALL AND EXAMINE MY LINE
had his hearing on Saturday
belts, arms, pump jack or fixtures to
before eases put together, and until the last
AND SYLES.
Demosthenes Martinez at Taos, and few years was supposed to be incurbuy. No special platform to build.
was bound over to the district court able. For a ereat
many years doc
for trial in May. He was unable to tors
pronounced it a local disease
furnish the amount of bail required, and
101 Washington Ave
prescribed local remedies, and by
which Was one thousand flnllnro ourt
constantly failing to cure with local 4
is held in jail.
treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Ray Rice Has Disappeared
Ray Science has proven catarrh to be a
Rice of Perry, Oklahoma, who left constitutional
disease and therefore
home to find employment at Clovis,
requires
constitutional treatment.
Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
and
Las Vegas, is being Hall's Catarrh
Albuquerque
Can be used for other work when not
Cure, mmuf.ict.ured
sought by his father, Elmer T. Rice, by F. J, Cheney & Co.,
Tj'etfo O., is
pumping. Has special pulley for this
a Perry banker, who was at Las Ve- th
only constitutional cure on marpurpose. Let me demonstrate it to you.
gas
yesterday looking for his son, ket. It is taken internally in doses
- 7
r 4 i?
i-r v bm
who is 19 years old, and who it is from 10
FITS ANY PUMP
VfSJV fV V.
drops to a
It Cor. Palace and Washington Avenuci.
feared has gone to Mexico to join the acts directly on bloodteaspoonful.
and mucous
insurrectos.
surfaces of system.
They offer one
Rich Strike of Copper Further hundred dollars for any case it afils
7 n
particulars have been received of a to cure. Send for circulars and testistrike of copper ore on the Fraser monials.
Address:
property at Twining, Taos county.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
ine vein is forty to fifty feet wide.
Toledo, Ohio.
3C
Old Church Demolished
Sold by Dru. gists, 75c.
The Catholic church, 106 years old at Taos, has
Take Hall's Family Pills for
been demolished to make room' for
the new structure. The old bell will
be placed in the new church. WithWe Have Built Up
in the old building were some interesting relics, consisting of old fash.
ioned hand-mad- e
candlesticks, which!
nave gone into the hands of Mrs
Sole Agents For
Aloys Sheurich. who is certainlv on
'MERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
THE PACE FOR 1911
titled to them, if anyone in the whole j
will surely be set by our livery ta
1.
uas
a
V
.NT
on
.1
ciaim
7 X
icniLuij'
them.
TTHE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE
ble, as we have rigs to let as goo a
Lumber
IN SANTA FE- Plant Flooded Another
five inch electric numn was inct..,iio
private ones. If you
on the flooded grounds of the AmeriENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
PHONE yjr?
or you have an engagement where a
can Lumber Company plant at Albu
BLACK
querque yesterday and officials of the
carriage Is necessary or proper, send
ua word and we will see that you are
company said yesterday that they hop- eu io nave practically all the flood
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
from the broken log pond
be pleased with our service and
pumped
out some time today. The box facprices.
tory was left high and comnarativelv
dry yesterday and the energies of the
WE HANDLE LUMBER
WILLIAMS k EISIM
wC
umeuy lo gei-jValentines Hie latest Specialty Chinese LiJy
large quautitie and have every
CUT
310 San Francisco St 'Phone 139 Red.
ung the water out of the
bulbs-Pret- ty
facility for furnlshine thm
for tables decoration 15c each
best roush or dre-- ed
Lumber
likely be greatest. General Manager
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Carnations, Lilly of the Valley, Roses and Violets
Wade said yesterday that it was im-- :
description. We ar thui Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
Wedding Bouquets, Funeral Designs,
possible to form yet any estimate 0f .ier",h,ed to make the very bet price aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and E'ridays
the damage done by the break in thefor Lumber of
uch high grad
levee.
Ve will be pleased to figure on your
All work is guaranteed; yoar
THE CLAREDON GARDEN
V. BOYLE. Mar.
socks are mended and buttons
Duran Banker Succumbs to
!contracts'
Phone Black 12.
Injuries
sewed on you shirts, without
D. R. Griggsby, prominent merrhant
.
.
extra charge.
1
of
Torrance
Duran,
i
county, and until
YV
PHONE RED 122. PHONB KXD 111.
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New Spring and Summer
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LADIES TAILORING

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Coats,
Capes and One Piece Dresses.
We extend to the Ladies of Santa Fe
a cordial invitation to inspect our line
of
garments, which
is by far the finest we have ever
shown, and the prices most reasonable.
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made-tomeasu-
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wheat-emme-

Do Not Overlook This

Opportunity, Give Us a Call.

i

Gentlemen

eligman Bros. Co.

XX,

STETSON SUOESI

P. O. Box 219

Phone 36

For You

y

....

ii

1

1

Jo!inPfluegerhe8L,isl

Base Ball
Stock

Base Ball

Stock

EUGEM.O ROMERO

BER

LU

&

COAL YARD

cap-foo- d

THOVUS P. DELQAD0, Mgr.

ji'r

Ladies Attention

More Complete Than Ever Before
SEE OUR 1911 LINE
Agent for

VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

e

Julius Muralter

r

Tailor.

n
UUKiVlLtY.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

.

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

AtSD

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
oaweu wooa ana umaiing,
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

85

Telephone 85

tiO)

Who

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

WW

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

FOR

AIF

and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Randies; Also a number of the finest Pni St nn A
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the
Very Best of water rights
auu uiic ui mc iiucm urtnaros on me
lesuque at a Bargain.
ImPfoved

JrtLL,

Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

1 V

El

45

LEO HERSCH

FlflWFIK

rzrzh
!,

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Su mes, Saddle Horses

Cail up

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATE

j

LhariS

z

That is the Chief Factor in the
perfecting of a
prescription. 5o far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal
but it
takes years of experience for footing,
a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

. DudrOW

Experience-Tha- t

Is What Counts.

'Phone 8

fNrfitsptr Ararat

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of drugs.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

i.
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EVER HAVE IT?
U You Have, the Statement of This
Santa Fe Citizen Will Interest
You.
"
Ever have a
pain In the

filiiico

POLITICS

and

poKS

"low-down-

tack?
In the "small," right over the hips?
That's the home of backache.
It's caused by sick kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
cure it.
Santa Fe people endorse this. Read
a cast, of it:
Hilario Baca, Delgado St, Santa Fe,
N. M., says: "About two and a half
years ago I gave a public statement,
telling of my experience with, and
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills. They
completely rid me of pains in my back
which had troubled me off and on for
months. When I stooped or brought
any strain on my loins. I suffered
severely and there were various other
symptons that my trouble came from
disordered kidneys. I finally procured
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
prompt relief. I continued taking
Doan's Kidney Pills and it was not

LILLIAN WHITING
THINKS SHE KNOWS.

PAGE THREfc

M.
NOTICE.

WOMEN

Expects to Spend E'trnity on Vars
or Some Other Convenient
Star of the Universe.

Territory

MAY AVOID

of Xew Mexico,

If

I'nunty of Santa Fe,
iph H. Ingle
No. 7031.
vs.
I.ula Ingle.
in ttie District Court or the
ju- o:c:a Dirt ict of New Mexico for
the f
of Santa Fe.
The
lb fendent, l.ula Ingle, is
d that a complaint has
l.erehy not!
eeen f: le,l : ainst her In the District
f'oim or i e Comity of Santa Ke, Tor-ait
bein- - the Court
n'ery a:orrr
in which a:i'. d oa e
pending, by said
plaintiff Jos. a M In,
the general
object of sa id
ir;g for a de- eree of ahselav
:e
on
th"
toi abandongrounds of desert;
ment, as will nioi
pear by
reference to the
tit tiled in
said cause. And that ne'e;; ; you er
NT your apptaranc e in
aa.--e
on
or before the i''fh ,;,v f A; .). trill.
judgment, will be rendered
you in said cause by default.
IX WITNESS WHKRKOF. I have
hereunto set my hand and Seal of
said Court at Santa Fe, New
this l.lth day of February A. n.,
EDW. L. SAFFORI).
Clerk.
'Seal)
Name and address of plaintiff's attorneys: Catron & Catron, Santa
Fe, New Mexico.

ANTS

FOR RENT Furnished front room
!.
V.'ellesley. Mass., Feb.
That
in modern bouse. Apply New Mexican.
roc'tl of lucres. Any Judge- there-- in 'he life beyond the spiritual
HlgS
lot , who nuy happen to off id the: of it. en and women will walk ride
"There has bem quite a bit of
ma-p "b ly not pandering to its lawless. 1'ihaps in automobile and ilyn
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intermingled with the court busi- ' iprice would lie subject to tb penal- ' li'ines. and eat mud a, they
in!
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world
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i
s
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of
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Man
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writer
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Whiting,
'
ring,
man would consent to . judicial ii" tcd with the Well si
'olb'He oli
FOR REN- T- Four ro. :n, f::n:i
Furtherm
election. This kind of an (tannic law r rvatory.
They Didn't All Go.
hoi.se on south lion ;,
a com-- i Vegetable Compound
A delegation of New Mexicans will was adopted in spite of th-- advice of iau' asserts that unci il
Apply at this oll.ee.
be plan-arrive in this city tomorrow or Fri- the ables; men in the
T'.e following letter from Mrs.
lemocratic aicni'y of this sort ex ts ;
't Mars or some sue! heav 'y biidy. ( ir .',c Hock will prov low unwise
day to deliver to President Tat a party, r.o; only in Arizona, but in
It would seem to
."
:.
ys Miss' it is f,,r women to s'.Pmi; to the
The radicals in!
copy of the Nev Mexico constitution
FOR SALE A nearly new Smith
larg.'.
ealli daiitf-- i "f a sur'.'inl opera: ion when
we:kii:ui-h0and urge him :o give that instrument control of constitutional convention v, lining, "that tne
No. 2 Typewriter. Also two
Premier
lie
m.
l.v
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avoiiinl
J.vdia
''it,. .,.
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raw il ol the,
his approval before it is submitted were deaf to reison ami no appeals I'eatli is merely the w
, .
, . .
Standard
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to Congress.
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could reach thei i. Ttn-dition. Apply Box I!G
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Santa
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ignore! the spiritual
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In the ;;arty now en route here are advice of Senator Bailey, in Wash and that we are
ca::i iioiue suffering i ors
this hat we; than 'wi'itre.
Governor W. J. Mills, Republican Na- ington, and of "heir own able ant! son immediately aft
prob-hl- y
were before.
enOnly '
tional Committeeman Solomon Luna,
Hon.
5!ti is her own statement.
o'tizen,
TYPEWRITERS.
Mark;
r
IMw
Mich. "Two years at;o
Chairman H. O. Bursum of the Terri- .Smith, who had represented the TVr- iff on finer conditi is a' h! b
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
I
d
ss.
suffer,
a
very severely with dis
torial Republican committee, former ritory of Arizoia in Congress for if) opportunities for pro.
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup1 could
placement.
"The latest of discover: e? are that
Chairman W. H. Hopwell of the Dem- years. This wis a body which was
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
be
cm tnvfeet for
not
ocratic committee, G. A. Richardson, (absolutely con'rolled by Democrats.; the strange substance ealie, ether i
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Ion if time.
:i
My
long before every symptom of my a member of the constitutional con- 'in Xew Mexico the Republicans had; the most substantial. perha p s t he mil
All repair work and typewriters guarphysician t re a ted
trouble disappeared. The fact that I vention, and George W.
universe,
me for.seven months
the ascendency and how differently substantial thing in the
secanteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExArmijo,
have had no return attack, warrants
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One nood only refer to scores of acquittals and convictions to be convinced of the accuracy of the statement. Judges themselves are not the
least merciful critics of some of the
bodies of 'peers' to whom the destinies of prisoners are submitted. The
representative men of a community
are in no genuine sense summoned for
jury service. Those who keep abreast
of the times are rejected.
"Yet men, who by their own admisare
sion, incline towards illiteracy,
permitted to decide the question of innocence or guilt, and in the average
courtroom attorneys on either side
are permitted to engage in cheap histrionics which would easily be detected and properly characterized by
enlightened people.
"It is inconceivable that judges, familiar with the machinery of courtrooms, should not recognize the verbal trickery of a low order of advoto
cates, yet they seem powerless
check the flow of sophistry and the
employment of emotional cunning.
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each representative as a vw
.
some historic tl event in the Lone
Star State. These trains will traverse all the lines in the down town
to this
section. In addition
the
scheme of decoration, both electrical
and otherwise, will extend from thn
Sunset depot to the I. & G. N., a dis
tance of two miles, taking in all the
principal streets of the business section. The floral parade which will
be the big event on April 21st, and
the Battle of Flowers on the plaza in
front of the Alamo, the cradle of Tex
as liberty, will present many thrilling
features which ha"e never been a
part of previous prcgrams. The coronation of the carnival queen, too,
will be made a soe.ety event which
will attract people from all over the
state. Taken as a whole, the carnival
this year promises in gorgeous display, day and night parades, social
features and commemorative aspect,
to excel the New Orleans Mardi Gras
and the Veiled Prophets
of Saint
Louis.
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was known to tie Peruvians as is evi-- I
denced in pictrres of ihoir ancient
s
And oine of these
palaces.
take on back, hark down the
thou ands of years
j
perhaps, so far den the stream of time
that one pondei ; in
that a civili- zation existed t long ago in South
America, which is popularly regarded
las a new cou try.
In conclusion Prof. ?sor Nelson invited the audiei e to visit San Francisco, in 1915, i: not sot. tier, and view
the museum of he affiliated universities with ten th usaud specimens collected in Peru alone. Judge McFie
in closing, refei ed to Professor Nelson as a poor
.y who had come to
from Denmark and
the t'nited Stat-through hard w.-l- ; and perseverance
had become a s ientist and archaeolAn informal reception
ogist, of note.
was tendered to Professor Nelson by
the audience whi.h had filled the spaauditorium.
cious high scho

M.
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CAPITAL 850,000.0(1
Dees a General Banking

Hon. Julian Chaves of Albuquerque,
was a visitor in Santa Fe today.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Mickens are
Denver sightseers in th.- city.
,
.
.
vr.... T Tr
"icuuuj, a uunsc oi withita, is at the Montezu: a hotel.
M. W. Smit, an lnf- agent of
the Duke City, is at ti.e Palace.
tJ. A. Eaton, a mo salesman of
Las Vegas, is calliru on the trade.
Edmins-er- .
F. I,.
the well known
railroad man, is here from Alamosa.
He i3 at. the Montezuma.
The Rev. Paul Keinfels of Paloma,
111.,
who 1;; studying the Indians of'
the Southvest, expects to leave tomorrow fo- - the East.
County Commissioner
Alfredo
was down from Santa Cruz,
northern Santa Fe county, to attend
the meeting of the board of county
commissioners.
County Commissioner Jose Ortiz y
Pino of Galisteo, southern Santa Fe
in town yesterday to atcounty,
tend a n eeting of the board of county commissioners.
"Mrs. C. J. Roberts, wife of Judge
Roberts, is spending a few days In
Las Vef.-as-,
coming down from Raton
Saturday evening. Judge and Mrs.
Roberts are guests at the Casten.ada."
Las Vegas Optic.
"Thomas Gable, fish and game warden for New Mexico was in Taos this
week on a flying trip. He was looking after his interests in connection
with a tie contract, the operations being in the Rio Hondo tract." Taos
Valley News.
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Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGH LIN,

President
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ti F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
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FURNISHED AND UN.PUR N S H E D,
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
BUILDINGS,
1

BISHOP.

)

St.

Phone. Red Ho. 189

Sleep Is "Nature's Sweet Restorer"
And as one Third of Life is Spent in Sleep, WHY
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?
See our
Cotton Felt Mattresses That Assure that comfort.
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for
the library and many other things. Lace and
Arabian Curtains, all Sizes and Designs, have
arrived. Also some superb Carpets.
AKERS-WAGNE-

Furniture

R.

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL

j

)

EVANGELIST WHO HAS
IT IN FOR LODGES.

dirt-start-

Co.

DIRECTORS

Real Estate
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Collections.

OFFICE ROOMS IN CAPITAL
CITY

BANK

BUILDING.

Completly renovated and placed in best
The most centrally locatof condition.
ed and modern office building in Santa
Fe. Steam Heat.
Efnrm

t
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LET JS TELL YOU A LITTLE .SECRET
Do not .scold
maker.,
SHE CANNOT BE EXPECTED To MAKE

your drejj

nr perfectly over
CORBET.

your, vtKzss
AN

ILL-FITTI-

NG

i"

THE LlNEa OF THE "C.
ARE ALWAYS RIGHT AND IN HARMONY
WITH THELATE.5T .STYLE DEMAND J.
YOU CAN DEPEND ON YOUR GOWN
FITTING.RI6HT IF THE FOUNDATION
IS A "C. B."
THIS .SEA.SON THE
WAIST LINE WAS THE .SEDUCTIVE
INCURVE, WHICH S So ATTRACTIVE,
THE bVST 1,5 GRACEFULLY .SLOPED
TOO, AND THE LINE.5 OF THE BACK
ARE JIMPLY
PERFECTION. THEY
GIVE
THE FIGURE
THO.SE .SUPURB
.SCULPTURED LINEJ WHICH ARE SO
MUCH

WE
THE

.

ADMIRED.
HAVE .SEVERAL 5TYIE.5 OF
"C, B" AND WILL HAVE NO

TROUBLE IN SELECTING
THE ONE
FOR YOUR PARTICULAR
DEMAND.
WE MAKE THE PERSONAL GUARANTEE THAT YOU CANNOT GET
BETTER BARGAIN $1.00 (1.35 $1.65
$2.00, $2'50 AND $3.50,

W. N. Townsend & Co.
THE PRICE MAKER

.SANTA FE, N. M,

8

self-respe-

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Santa Fe Abstract' Realt? & ,nsuraRCe Agency,

"Approximately

124,000

women will
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We Guarantee Satisfaction

The Popular Gift 5tore.
S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.
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JUST RECEIVED
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,7'Be Most Complete
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ALL COLORS, SHAPES AND SHADES
TRY
PRICES RIGHT.
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one-thir-

PHARMACY

FARE
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S5.00

GROCERS.
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our Electric Service
WIRE UP THOS

DARK PLACES

l&fafffe
Santa

We ate Agents

Fe Water

and

at

HAWKES

'

REPORT

Jewelry-o- f

Work
Electroliers or anything of quality in
our line.

6AN & RISING

Funeral Directors
Licensed Embalmers

Its Cut Glass- Silverware
flat

or hollow)
any

Banking

cartoonists was also demonstrated. stand before a minister in 1911 and Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc. Cora
And in their pictures of warriors they
call o n o r oom
take a man for better or worse and plete Rules and Forms for Filing.
P'3' City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. .
showed a fertility of imagination for in
address.
Statehood does not affect this book
many cases she is going to find
no two garments were alike. Thair
him worse.
as
Territorial laws remain in force
legs were encased in close fitting
under state constitution. There will
becomes
"She
vice
prespresident,
and
their
fast"puttees"
jackets were
no revision for three years,
ident, secretary and treasurer of a litened with very smart belts.
tle Keeley institute. In five years the
And Now the Hats.
I
935
$7.00
Bur most interesting of all the pic- institute has gone to the wall and the
tures were doubtless those of head- only assets are a, husband, dead and
Write for Circular.
gear. Unconsciously every lady in in hell, two or three little fatherless
children
a
and
washtub
and
the audience must have sat up when
scrubbing C. F. KAN EN Santa Fe, M. N
1
the lecturer discussed this nhRnrhine- board."
jj theme
The hat seen was
millinery.
similar In its base to the fair
THE
EMARKET
&
cap, tightly bound around the fem
es but the top was far more gor
geous. There was a flow of feathers
MONEY AND METALS.
DOES NOT ALWAYS
that needed but. a breeze to put the New York Call
money 2
62
j final
touch to their beauty.
DISIQNATE A BARGAIN
perectn; prime mercantile paper 4J
DAY ANIGHT
Their
Records.
PALACE
,
RED
125 AVE
4
130
Mexican dollars. 45: Amalga
PHONK
Of absorbing interest too was the
AtchiSugar, 119
AND SATISFACTORILY
manner in which the Incas kept a mated, 65
DONE.
PICTURE FRAmlluG TASTEFULLY
QUALITY
106
Great
son,
Northern
pf,
lives
of
their
deeds.
and
diary
129
York
NorNey
113;
Central,
Just as today when a lady wishes
SHOULD BE
126
to remember something she ties a thern Pacific,
Reading,
Southern Pacific, 119
knot in her dainty little handkerchief 159
FIRST CONSIDERAor a man puts a
in his Union Pacific, 179
Steel, 81
TION OF THE GROwatch chain, so the Incas had little preferred, 119.
Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever Rave,
New York Lead, $4.404.50.
strings on their belts and certain
CERIES YOU EAT.
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
knots were tied on or in certain
Standard copper dull.
ami
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
Spot
strings, which told the world of
March 11.87
I'll suit tbe contour of your (ace.
12.12
whether or not they had come
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
CHEAP
Silver, 51
My shop is neat ana towelsare clean
through that year with the poll and
And everything I think you'll And
GRAIN,
LARD
PORK,
AND RIBS,
To suit the taste and please the mind.
road tax, Their mayor or chief then
Groceries
are expensive at
I,knew whethea,or not to get out a war
Chicagrj Wheat May 92
July
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
.
91l-8,
any
price, We guarantee!
rant for them.
Corn May 49
This was a capital scheme and had
July 50
every article we sell to give
Oats May 31
this advantage that when an Incas
July 31
satisfaction or you MONEY
loot his belt any one picking it up
Pork May 1702
July 1697
BACK.
0. K. BARBER SHOP
could see just what manner of a man
Lard May 942
July 922
he
or
and
"was
whether
not
had
M
he
N
25.
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,
a high sense of his civic duty.
IN CANNED GOODS
WOOL MARKET.
They Were Socialists.
American Druggists
St.
Syndicat- e- The ancient
14.
Feb.
Louis,
Wool
unchangPeruvians were monPremium remedies are not patent me- archists wherein
We have full line of Monarch
they differed from ed; Territory and western -mediums'
LINE
fine
HACK
mediums
VOOD'YS
16oil8- fine 12
dicines, every premium remedy guar tne otner innaDitants oi the new 1922;
& Richelien
Eastern pack
13.
anteed as represented or your money world, whose government was mostly
canned
goods.
From
LIVESTOCK- back. A. D. S. cough remedy and tribal in form. The Peruvians were
as
also
as
Socialists
far
their
Kansas
agrariFeb.
ReTAOS
City,
BARRANCA TO
I4.cattie
cold tablets are unexcelled, get them
an policy was concerned.
The land
12,000, including 400 southerns. WE ALSO
Meets Both North South now, they cost no more than the was cultivated intensively by irriga- ceipts
Market steady to ten lower, .vative
inferior kind. Sold only by the Ca tion and terraces were hewn in tha steers $5.50(g6.50; southern steers
Bounds Trains.
Have cheaper Canned Goods
mountain sides so as to gain ground $5.156; southern cows and heifers
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of pital Pharmacy.
additional to the narrow mountain $34.75; native cows and heifers
we do not recommend
but
$3f j
the north bound train and arrives at
of 6; etockers and feeders
valleys, for their crops. One-thir-d
use of cheap canned goods
the
$4.60x6;
Taos at 7 d. m.
all land was cultivated for the gov- bulls $4.255.23; calves
$4.508.25; j
THE CAPITAL
at any time.
Ten miles snorter than any other
d
for the church and western steers
ernment,
western!
$5.256;
Good
covered
hack and good
the remaining third was redivided
way.
teams.'
each year among the farmers so that
City Eggs - - 35c Dz
poverty was unknown among the Pe
Paa
dcnto
ETTiy e3a.g-ThingGonafoxtfikble,
whose number was far great
& Co. ruvians,
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
er than the people who now occupy
the same region.
Down the Centuries.
H. S. KAUNE & CO.
on
earth
want
II you
anything
try If you wcat anything on earth try The problem of lifting great weights
Ad.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
a New Mexican Want
stones that rested 360 tons heavy.

W. ROBERT

Corsets

er

e

Insurance

C. B.

Sunny Monday laundry
soap contains a wonderful
which saves half
the rubbing. The soap itself
does most of the work you
merely assist it. Your poor
back will appreciate the difference at once.
Sunny Monday will do its
best work in any kind of
water
hot, cold, hard or
soft. Ail waters look alike to
Sunny Monday.

s

WATSON & COMPANY
A.

They Fit Perfectly
Yes Madam, We "DO" recommend

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Grand Junction Colo., Feb. 14.
CHICAGO
"There is no nerd going after the divorce evil of to. lay. The trouble is
cows $3.501 3.
before divorce, it is in the courtships.
I
logs
Market
Receipts IS, 000.
"If you had euough imily slippers
ten
to fifteen lower. Bulk $6.95i 7.10;
in the house you wouV ,'t need a curheavy $6.907 7.05; packers and butchfew law.
ers $0.93117.10; light $7.057 7.1.".
"American lodfrn lit. is wrecking
Market
Sheep
Receipts 6.000.
life.
American home
steady. Muttons $4i4.50; lambs $.1.23
"The husband is the head of the ffi; fed wethers and yearlings $1.23
family even in Colorado and God (ft 5.2.": fed western ewes $3.75i 4.25.
never intended him to be a wooden-head.- "
Chicago, Feb. 11. Cattle Receipts
3.000.
Market slow. Beeves $50
6. SO; Texas steers
5.50; 'vest-ermaxims
These are a few of the
steers $4.5015.70; stackers and
which the Rev. T. Martin, the evangeDistrict Forester Arthur C. Ring-lan- list who is holding services in the tab- feeders $3.57 5.80; cows and heifers
arrived in the city yesterday, ernacle erected for him gave the $2.65i5.XO; calves $6.751 9.21.
Hogs
Receipts 25.000. Market
and is registered at the Montezuma. throngs which heard him last night.
slow to ten lower. Light $7r7.3u;
Mr. Ringland has recently been in Like
Billy Sunday, Evangelist Martin mixed
$G.75i7.5; heavy $;;.f,5T7.10;
Florida on official business and leaves hasn't any hesitation in saying
just rough $fi.65i fi. SO; good to choice
Colorado.
today for
and
it
he
what
thinks,
loudly heavy $6.sni7.10; pigs $7.15T7.13;
saying
Hon. Malaquias Martinez, territor-- j too.
bulk $6.90t7.10.
ial coal oil inspector and member of
"When a womann stands up to her
Markflt
Receipts 20,000.
Sheep
the constitutional convention from
Taos county, arrived in the city yes- elbows in dishwater three times a steady. Native $2.75? 4.43; western
she deserves to have the com- $2.75i4.50;
yearlings $.60i-5.50terday. He states that there was day,
rain for two hours and much snow in panionship of her husband 'n the ev- lambs native $1.501,6.25; western
Taos county, and the ranchers are ening," he said.
"Give me the money that now goes
happy. Mr. Martinez expects to leave
to the secret societies and I will supLfK GRIPPE COUGHS.
for his home tomorrow.
widow in
".Tudsre Wright, Mrs. Wright and port every orphan and
Strain and weaken the system and
in if not checked may develop into pneulittle Miss Louise are domiciled at America and be a
Mott Hotel.
No danger of this when FoOn Tuesday the Judge ten years.
monia.
was confined to his bed all day and
"Someone says, 'My husband hasn't ley's Honey and far is taken promptunder the care of physicians, his ail- sense enough to he the head of the ly. It is a reliable family medicine
ment being the nature of grip.
He family." Well, what did you marry for all coughs and colds, aud acts
was able to be out Wednesday and the little
quickly and effectively in cases of
simpleton for?
to receive the report of the grand
Refuse substitutes. Sold at
croup.
"A vast body of young women of
jury in the afternoon. Santa Rosa our day and time are so anxious to the Capital Pharmacy.
Sun.
to
marry that they throw
NEW MEXICO CORPORATION
winds. There isn't a man in
the
LAND OF MYSTERY
Grand Junction who will marry a
AND OF ROMANCE. woman who is
LAWS, RILES AND FORMS.
living an unclean life,
but women will marry men who live Published September, 1910. All Laws on
(Continued From Page One.)
unclean lives.
of
on

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PROPERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RANCHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.
(C.

19 San Francisco

Surety Bonds

monu-meni-

j

Pays!

Designs in Filigree Work,
Cut Glass, Silverware, Flat and Hollow,
in the Newest Designs.

GOLD AND 5IVER NOVELTIES

OF ALL KINDS

WATCHES CLOCKS, and everything
you can desire in the Jewelry line.

H

11.

fU

Vnflf? The Reliable Jeweler.
IUilU, San Francisco St.

and

SLIGHT
Call Xis!in Op efatiofl

Light Cnmnanv
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reatcai crisis in a v.omr.fl's Us
is Tbu fir-- i sl:e Vocoes a mother,

MEN WHO HAD
KNOWN ABRAHAM

The

Si

Louis Rocky

Paci c

All the physical sVcnptii of her
nature is demnded a: ;uth ti'.nen,
a..r
and it is necessary
be thoroughly "jrcnareu i ,r
in order that her health be prwervsd
for lutivre years. Mother's friend
of 0L3
external use, co:r;;w.-:cto
f
rrfianr; it. is a medietas111 for
all necessary physio, thanos o:
and nt.hr-- ingredients which assist nature
iuscles
Its regular use befure the coming of baby prepare the )i
the syst-""- .
and tendons for the unusual strain, aids in expanding the sk n ar.d ilo. ilianbres,
otaer s Friend lossei..,
pain
and strengthens all the membrane? r.ud tissues.
and danjer at the crisis, and leave?
9
the mother i:i such healthful condition that her recovery is always
rapid and natural. Jlo'her's Friend
is sold at drug s'oren. Write for cur
mothers.
free hook for e::;:c;t,-.:.:- t
CO.,
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Eliot declared that he unn rsiood the
normal number of childn
'o a fa.that he
or
be
to
five
and
six,
ily
that this number Mould not,
for any economic reason. i' lowered.
He declared that noto :iy every
mother should bear a cV i once in
two years. Granting tha
marriage
should come at the avera-thiage of 24,
child-be;- ;
A
should
periodical
10, with
continue until the age
nt. issue,
eight children as the ree
to
Such a high average
a family, however, Dr. EV.o n. explain-ed, is necessarily cut down by the
death Of one Ot the pareivs or by the
death of One or more of
children.
Added to this Come accidi tit a at birth
and other circumstances likely to re-duce the general averagf

ap' nrnmi
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TIRES
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The reenter retail brice of thest tires is
SH.30 6er fiiiir. but l introduce ue will fc.
)t
sell ouasampiepair lur $4 ,wuunwunvr ux
NO IviCRETHOiJDLE FROM FUfiCT.-..

i

G. A. R.
Mr. Stover's

address included many,:
quotations from Lincoln great con- temporaries, such as Graat and Stan-- j
ton and others with ma-iextracts
from these speeches and writings of
.?

mrb

l).

wii"i.
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to

district

ana

Latest Model "Rancor" bicycle furnished by us. Our agents tverywiicr;: are
f rite for Jull Particulars and special offer at once.
making money last.
HO MOW KV KEjl;IKKl until you receive .i:ul approve nf your biryrle. We ship
m anyoi. '.. auwnerc u ine u. b. without a cent deficit
advance, prepay Jreigi:;,
allow 1KN liAVS' FUKE TKIA1. duiing whu h tinie you may rile tht biiyc - and
put it to .my test you wn. IE you are then not pericf tiy satisfied or do not bh to
Kep tne '.,ycie snip u e xo us at our expense and you wut not be out one cent.
tlie highest grade Ucycles it is pusihie to ma'e
PflPTOPY
lu,sh
Hm I v I PPSPF
lilWfcw at one
small profit above actual tactory cost. Vou save f :o
to 25 m:c :iemen s profits by buying cirert of ui and have the manufacturer's fru
beltii I your bicycle.
NOT lilJV a bicycle or a fiirot lirasfp.m af.yont
at any fru- until you recL-ivour catalfrue5 and learn our unheard of Juc:ory
prices and ronarkab.e special offers to rider af-ntwhei1
ten ive our beautiful catalojrne and
I
CP
Vfll! UJI?
i'Jli VIILL i- - HwlU.d!!LU rludy Vf,u
modcis at the ivemurfnUy
0lir
lew Prices ve c nrrnke you this year. We sell lh lushest grade bicycles for Jess mctn-We are sntisiit;d wuh ii m nrotit aljove lactorv coit.
than any othf fnctnry.
JtlCYCLJE lKAI-.IOityou can sell our bicycles under your own name plate at
our prices. Ureters tilled the diy received.
Ni HAND liiCYCXl'S., We do not regularly handle second rsnnd b:cyclea, bn
ve a number on h;u.
tAen in trade by our Chicago retail stores, livjr.c we tieiir out
prices rantfinp from $' to ?SH or
Descriptive bargain lists mailed free.
ana ufuiiiiif pans, repairs ana
Bi"r.1D
uupnn;u uurr
all nus at fuzif the usual retail prices.
equipment
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sim

Albuquerque, X. M., Feb. 14 The
privilege of hearing the character of
ADraham Lincoln eulogized by men
who came into personal contact with
the great war president was that en
joyed by the studeu's of the University of Xew Mexico and visitors at
the assembly hour yesterday morning
in Rodey hall. The speakers were ex
Governor E. S. Stover, patriotic in- siructor ot u. k. Vw.rren Post, G. A.
R.; Colonel Edward rohnson, patriot
ic instructor for the department of
Xew Mexico G. A. R.; and the Rev.
Thomas Harwood, national chapain ot

?,
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NAILS, Tacks or Class will not let tho fcy
uvertwo nunarca thousand pairs now m use.
DSG&lPYi&ff: Madein nil sizw. It iMivelv
-V- W.-JiS.w
swrt-Jr- f
andeu:v ruling, vervduTal)leand lineil inside wi. :i Vita
a special oualitv of rubber, whii-- never becoiiKs
allowand
which closes up small punctures without
portu8
Notice tha' think rnbher trpad
ing ; he nir toescape. We have hundreds of let t ers from
,u '
tutu puucLiire HiripH
that their tires haveonly been pumped
miu
bim, ,1111 strip ii
up once or twice in a whole season. They wei;,'h no more than
Ai to prevent rim cutting. This
an ordinary tire, the puncture resist ingqua! it ies be: ngpiveti
Itoi tire will outlast anv other
make-SOFby several layers of thin, specially prepared fabric n the
T,
tXASHO and
tread, i he regular price or these tires
per pair, but tor
EAS1C RIDl-N'advc itlSHffDurrjoSfSwenrpn:ikili!TaRni.ri.'il
IncltirvTjrice la
the . ider of only $4:80 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C. O. TV on
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8mlled at the Man Bending Over It.

to the child. She characterized it as
the nicest, sweetest, brightest, hand
somest, darllngest thing ever born.
and if she could have kissed it oft- ener she would certainly have flattened its nose.
Mrs. Congdon and baby were duly
left at grandma's and duly welcomed.
infant was kissed, toasted
i The
hugged, flattered and talked to, and
without
itin day passed
calamity.
Along toward five o'clock In the after- Mr. Congdon telephoned that his
firm had given him an errand to do.
and that the wife must make her way
home alone. This brought Ethel to
the front. She would not only accompany her sister to the depot in
rules thus:
the taxi, but take the train home
"The new rules are
a
undergoing
crucial test on the gridirons of our col- with her and hold that "darllngest"
lege playgrounds.
It is too early to cm her lap all the way. It was settled at once that this should be the
say, perhaps, whether they succeeded. It is urged upon all that the rules program, and at a certain hour it
was carried out. That is, the two
be given a fair trial. This can be
only by the students being re- ladies and the young prodigy were
quired to play under them strictly and landed at the Chestnut street depot
the officials to enforce them Impartial twenty minutes too late for one train
ly In contests. The governing bodies and thirty minutes too early for anof academic institutions should pre- other.
The ladies' waiting room, of course,
vent any evasions."
Another subject mentioned in the cir- was the only place left to them.
After ten minutes Mrs. Congdon went
cular include the following:
The summer baseball question is out to buy a ticket for Ethel, having
still with us. Is any practical progress her own return in her purse. She
toward the proper solution of this met friends and stopped to chat the
history of the baby had to be told.
problem being made?
She was proud of the opportunity to
tell It.
YOST PICKS
R
Time was passing and Aunt Ethel
TEAM
became impatient. More time passed,
Michigan and Minnesota Get Big Ma- and she became alarmed. She picked
np the sleeping baby and walked out
jority of Players Selected by
Into the general room to find her
Wolverine Coach.
sister. JuBt then a young man waitCoach Yost of Michigan
for a train fainted away. Some
university ing
said It was a case of love, and some
football team has pioked an
r
western team, consisting of men who that he had a weak heart. A crowd
he considers have complied with the gathered. Just then somebody said
eligibility requirements in force at the the depot was on fire. He lied about
majority of the large colleges and It, but his object was praiseworthy.
He wanted to add to the exoitement,
whose work he has followed:
Michigan and Minnesota
get the and he certainly did.
bulk of the honors, Michigan getting
Young Aunt Ethel was Impetuous
and excitable. Down went baby on
five places.
a vacant seat, and away rushed the
The team follows:
caretaker. She spent ten minutes
Positions.
Player, College.
Dean, Wisconsin
Left end looking at the young man and rushLeft taokle ing around to find where the Are was,
Walker, Minnesota
Left guard and was then taken by the arm by
Benbrook, Michigan
Center her sister and rushed for the train,
Cornwall, Michigan
Butzer, Illinois
Right guard and they were hardly aboard when
Edmunds, Michigan
Right tackle the wheels began to move. They had
Wells, Michigan
Right end found a seat when they suddenly
missed something and cried out In
McOovern, Minnesota. ., .Quarter-bac- k
chorus:
Magidsohn, Michigan. . .Left
"My starB, but where is baby?"
Exelby, M. A. C
Right half
If Miss Ethel Huntington hadn't
k
Johnson, Minnesota
been so excited when she laid baby
down she might have noticed Paul
Work of an Artist.
Ashley Bitting close by. She would
BIB You say that man's an artist!
have pronounced him a young man of
Jill That's what I said.
about twenty-threvery
"What kind of an artist?"
She
well dressed and a gentleman.
"He makes cuts."
could have figured, that he was there
"In a newspaper office or a barber to take a
train, but would have had to
shop?" Yonkers Statesman.
guess that he was a civil engineer.;
Yes, he sat there, and he saw baby
dumped down and knew that the exPeriodicity.
"They say the hoop skirt Is coming citement had called Its attendant
back," observed the professor, regret- - away. He moved one seat nearer the
"This seems to show that
Infant, Instead of three seats further
Slly. travel In
regular ellipses, and not away, as many a young man would
In parabolic curves, as some ot us had have done, and he said to himself, refcopedv".
. .,
ferring to MlpEtheli
o

ALL-STA-

all-sta-

Coaoh "King" Cole.

ttlng the championship of the Missouri valley "King" established himself in the favor of the Nebraska students. The demand that he be retained as coaoh has been growing
since he won the last conference
game by defeating Ames 24 to 0. But
with the slaughter of the Haskell Indians Cole secured a hold on the
Cornhusker students and faculty that
undoubtedly will malm his election almost unanimous.
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Bill I see the thumb-prin- t
system
is to be used by the city treasurer of
Milwaukee in paying off municipal em
ployes.

thumb prints do you
suppose a fellow will get for a week's

Miss

'

i

his

arms got off at Blankville. Had my
suspicions."
The trail led to Blankville.
Irony
of Fate! Young man steals a baby
in Philadelphia and gets off the train
where it's father and mother live. A
telegram to the police at Blankville
read:
"Arrest young man who got off
five o'clock train with a girl baby.
Case of kidnaping."
And there being no case for the
Pllce to blunder and arrest an old
woman leading a goat, they nabbed
Mr. Paul Ashley as he sat in the depot playing with the stolen child and
asking everybody if they could identify it
Father, mother and Aunt
& rushed and
Ethel arrlved
preciptated themselves, and that sweetest,
nlcest- - darllngest little bit of human-noolty actuallv kied and fought and
crled when torn from tne arms of
a
us
KDauctor.
The police had no case. The only
case they appeared to be, after explanations had been made, was between Miss Ethel and Mr. Ashley. It
hasn't been fully concluded yet, but
it has been settled that Paris will be
one of the continental cities visited
during the coming summer.

Tonkers Statesman.
Easy to

Be Good.

SmithNow,

Madge, tell me,

which would you rather be pretty or
good?
.Madge (promptly) I would rather
be pretty, Miss Smith; I can easily
be good whenever I like to try.

lVdonPunchw.
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YOUR ADVERTI

EMET

in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU

to thousands every day.
BUSINESS.

m

THE SUBS03IEI Its to the local paper are the prosperous people ox year town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY.

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The oat3ide juuaes Santa Fe by the advertise-

ments in us local papers.

It is a 3USINESS MAXIM universally accepted that
vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

ii

READ ADVERTISEMENTS.

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
m
the fool is deceiving himself.
r:l1

MERCHANT is noted by the

NON-PROGRESSI-

fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be

ffl

poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in sub-

scriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have a3 much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

cms

lew

enaer Heart.

Lomster (looking over Cuimire's
What has become of your big
sweet apple tree?
Culmire I had it cut down.
Lomster Why in the world did you
do that?
Culmire To save myself from having any more heartaches. You have
no idea how dreadful it used to make
me feel when little boys whom I had
arrested for stealing apples, were sent ffl
to the reform school."
Ml

Emm

i

SURPRISED.

id

Let the "New
Hexican" place in its most obscure column th?,t you are selling
sue;ar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.
PEOPLE

THE

that kind of cucumber?"
"That," replied a Fargo politician,
"Is the insurgent cucumber. It doesn't
always agree with a party."

lawn)

ad-

right goods at the right price.

Politics and Cucumbers.
"And what," asked a visitor to the
North Dakota state fair, "do you call

PLEASANTLY

IPJJJ

AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

DoiQ-iace-

i

op

YOUR SALESM1 T may speak to twenty persons a day 1
31
prai3ing your wares. xiE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
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Full-bac-

good-lookin-

JillHow many

workt

half-bac-
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"And that's where I'll follow," said
"I think I can get it
Mr. Ashley.
there all right."
"Sure, You are a young man ot ft:
spunk. It has a nurslnp: bottle here,
and if it cries, you feed it."
When the bahy was missed by Its
mother and aunt the train was under
full headway. The railroad company
doesn't stop and back up its trains for
lost babies. The only way was to
get off at the first station, seven m
miles out, and send a telegram to the
depot master and follow it by the
first train. Another telegram
was
sent to the father. Mother and aunt
returned to the city and rushed up
and down the big depot. They found
plenty of babies, but not the baby
wanted. After twenty minutes of the
greatest anxiety, and after Miss Ethel
had pointed out the spot ten times
over where she had laid the infant
down, an old man who explained
that he was going to Montana whenever his train came along, added :
IftV
"Say, I saw a young fellow steal
that kid! Yes, sir, he looked all
around to see if anybody was watcU
ing, and then smiled and clucked kt
her and took her up and walked out
to a train. I'd have tackled him, only
I'm an old man and have a bad liver.
ine aoctor told me not to get excited.
Yes, sir, he stole that baby
as sure as shooting, and he's a hundred miles away by this time!"
There was weeping and wailing and
telephoning to Mr. Congdon and tele- graphing to conductors. One of the
Young man with a baby in

Nebraska Coach Elected Member of College Coaches Will Discuss Formation of National Body at MeetFaculty and Retention as Football Mentor Assured.
ing In Now York.

2 yUki

Ha!

latter answered:

OF JOB PLAN MERGER OF ALL SPORTS

New football, summer baseball for
collegians and the advisability of forming athletic leagues among the colleges
and universities in certain parts of the
country are among the important subjects which will come up for discussion at the fifth annual convention of
the Intercollegiate Athletlo association
of the United States, to be held in
New York December 29. A
proposition
to change the name of the
bodv to
the National Collegiate Athletic asso-- '
elation will also be considered.
Seventy-twuniversities and ml- leges, representing more than 100,000
students, are members of the Intercollegiate association. It is expected that
this number will be greatly Increased
at the December convention.
Capt. Palmer B. Pierce, president of
the association, In his call for the
meeting, speaks of the new football

minutes.

V

a

"King" Cole probably will be retained as head coach at the University of Nebraska, being made a member of the faculty in order to comply
with the new Missouri valley conference rule which alms to do away with
professional coaching.
Cole returned to Nebraska this fall
with a decided prejudice against him
because he had failed to turn out a
winning eleven last season. By wio--

rive

gether."

d

"KING" COLE SURE

in

kid goes to a fou idling home!"
But it didn't. ! awoKo and smiled
He
at the man bei ling over it.
smiled back. 1 ien a woman came
and
up ana Diusnec anc languid
said:
"So the minx played a game on
you?"
"What do you nean?"
"She's put It ( T on jour hands and
aln. What are you
has taken the
going to do a! .ut it ? She played
the game rathe: neatly."
Mr.
Ashley resented that word
"minx." In fact, he resented the worn- an's tone and in '.nuatlon. He inoueht
ne knew people 'luite well, young as
he was, and he was readv to swear
that the leaving of the child was a
blunder.
"If you want to hand it back on her
I can help you," continued the woman with the Same sarcastic smile.
"There was another woman with her,
and she went away o buy a ticket
twen
for Blankville,
miles out.
That's where they 1., ve gone to-

fair-haire-

fifteen-year-ol-

DacK

There she goes for the train with
"'Irar raF. and the
another lady!

Alfrt.l Clay

Mrs. George Congdon ad run into
Philadelphia for the day to visit her
mother.
She had broi:aht with her
her girl baby, ten moi.ths old, and
had been accompanied by her husband as nurse girl. Hs business was
In the city, and at five o'clock he
would call for and take her home.
Mr. Congdon was a young man, but
he understood babie. He knew that
they should be held head downward
that they should be given a father-- j
ly finger to bite when they cried, and
that tickling the bottoms of their feet
SJ,
whan fhoir hoi the Krr. hod
ruir.
oure.
That W6g the finest baby In the
The father,
state of Pennsylvania.
. .,
.1
.1
IV.
mv
uiw xiiuuirr,
tuiumuuier, audi!
Ethel and all the neighbors at the
Congdon suDuman Home said so.
Realizing, young as she was, that
she would be kept awake at night
when her sparking days came, she
got as iruch infant sleep as possible.
She could be laid away on the bed,
the window sill, the clock shelf or
any other place, and she would continue to sleep.
Mrs. Huntington, the grandmother,
had very little to do with the baby.
It was her duty to recommend sage
tea and catnip mixture and mild
mustard plasters and to declare that
the baby looked Justs like its father.
Having done this, her duties were
ended.
Ethel Huntington, Mrs. Congdon's
Rosa Pltonof,
only sister, was nineteen years old.
She was not to blame for being an
When Annette Kellermau, the undis- was favored by far better conditions aunt at that age. Some of the girls
puted champion of the world at the than the plucky little Dorchester poked fun at her, but she was loyal
time, attemped to reach Boston Light swimmer, and his course was fully
from Charlestown bridge. In Boston two miles shorter than that taken
harbor, and failed, It was the uni- by her.
versal opinion that no other feminine
Those who followed Rose Pltonof
swimmer would ever again essay the through the long, exhaustive grind and
marveled at her wonderful exhibition
trip.
Three months ago, however, a
of swimming, her determination and
stocky,
girl perseverance, her unbounded confifrom Dorchester, Mass., contending dence, enthusiasm and gameness, at
against diverse conditions and treach- the manner In which she was able to
erous tides, succeeded where Annette spurt at the flniBh and at her splendid
Kellerman and hundreds of ambitious condition as she came out of the waand expert swimmers all over the ter, are firmly convinced that she Is
world had failed. She established a second to no one as a swimmer.
new record and reached without dis
Little Miss Pltonof is the proud pospute me mucn-pnzegoal wnicn nas sessor of innumerable trophies won
been fruitlessly sought for years. She in various amateur and professional
can Justly claim to be the greatest aquatic events. She has loving cups,
woman swimmer of the age.
gold and silver medals, blue ribbons,
Alolse Andere, the only other living diamond-studdeJewels and, indeed.
contestant who reached the light, and euuugu oi me precious metals in the
of this ex- form of prizes to stock a
whose accomplishment
s
traordinary feat has been disputed. Jewelry store.

f
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trae rent to- - twtut, vr en err '
never have don that, and she's too jyj
good looking ar.l well dressed for a
nurse girl. CcMn't hav
brought b?1!
the kid here to abandon.
Not old fef
Z.
enough to be so hardened. Probably

Somebody's
Baby

SWIMMER

MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N. 1L

"Well, Harry, did Santa Claus bring
you everything you expected for Christmas T
"No."
"Well, you seem to be bearing up
cheerfully. You look as happy as pos-

sible."
"I am happy. I expected he'd bring
me a little brother or sister, or some
thing like that, and what do you
..
s'ppse? I got ajgup.'

f
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Bars Teepee Soap "

Diamond "C" Soap
44

100 "
3

25c
25c

--

44

44

$1.00

44

4

4

100 44
3 Sapolio
3 BonAmi

$3.25
25c

Dutch Cleanser

4

fHII'fin

I

iniivun

Bakery

6 Bars Pearl White

26 "

ifl

No.

Grocery &

4

1.00

44

FOR SALE

53.75
25c
25c

25c

Per Case any size
!"2

-

o 00

-

60c size Doz
Regular
44
50c " "

degrees.

uiii luniid

ofMr3

We Will Take Your Order for a
Rambler Bicycle at Goebels.
"The Argonauts," a story of the
early days of 'M It's at the Elks

25

4 4

7 Boxes Bag Blueing

lowu.

Tnninn

Denver, Colo., Feb. 14. The
forecast is fair weather tonight and Wednesday in south
portion; rain or snow in north
portion tonight. Colder weath-''- i'
in nonh portion

Soap

44

ft ITU

$1.50

50
.

ix

Fine Winesap Apples per box $2.25

vOO

f,lneral
after a lingering illness who died
yesterday
morning, win take place at 2:30 p m
tomorrow from the residence
of Mrs'
S. B Cnmshaw. The Rev
B. F Summers, pastor of St. John's Methodist
Episcopal church, will officiate,
will be in r'airview
cemetery.
No Licenses
Tocay Despite the
tact that today is St. Valentine's
feast
th. day matches are supposed to be
1,1:1 !e
IIl(re were no applications for
m;:ivif.e licenses. In view of the
howov.'r, that there were many yes-- j
terday and Saturday, perhaps Oupidj
has airanged matters just the same.
Key in the Morgue Tbrre are but
onj or two letters in the postal
morgue and they are chronic cases
that have been there for months. A
key to a letter box, however, is there
awaiting identification.
Tiain No. 10 Late Again Santa Fe

iw

boxes of different

kinds of apples. Address Alfredo Ln- caro, Santa Cruz. N. M.
Wash Day Bargains, or a
Sale on Everything for Cleaning,Special
Etc.
is the latest sale on at F.
Andrews;
also bargains in oranges, and
other5
good things to eat. Watch the ad.
Board of Trade Meeting
This evening in the officesTonight
of the!
Santa Fe Water and
Company!
on Washington avenue,Light
a meeting of:
the Santa Fe Board of Trade
will be
neio.
me special topic for discussion will be "ConsoHdation of our

2:30 P- - m-- The
MacQuarie,

!

i

toon.
In Letter Morgue A v
dressed to Miss Elasia B
dones, is held at the poi
postage. Letters addresse
el Velasquez and the Moi
Store Company, Moriarty,

lou

held for postage.
Suit for Divorce A suit was filed
in the district court at
Albiquernue
by Mrs. Lizzie B. Brown, asking divorce from her husband, Edward
Brown, alleging abandonment.
The
couple were married in Canon City,
3
Colorado, October 17, 903, and have
no children.
IOWA REPUBLICANS ADOPT
OREGON ELECTION PLAN,
Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. 14. The
senate today passed the Oregon plan,
election bill by a vote of 31 to 16. It
passed the house last week.

j

Commercial

Organizations."
Fruit Girl" is one nf
Edison's heavy dramas, and Is well
acted. See it at the Elks tonight,
j
A Word to the Wise Price
does'
not always designate a bargain and so
ii- S. Kaune & Co., arc
calling your!
attention today to Quality Groceries,'
the kind tllGV mi,,,..,',,,,.
Thev
some interesting things to
say regard-- !
."is groceries of all kinds, and houae
wives will do well to read the ad.
Juan Cisnero Dead Juan Cisnero
.died of dropsy yesterday at his home
here. He was 55 years of age and is
survived by a widow and three sons.
The funeral will take place at 8 a. m.
Thursday from the Cathedral. The
r
Undertaking establishment is in charge of the

tiaora the

I

-

,00
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The sale on the No 2 I 2 "Extra
Standard" tomatoes put up in extra coated
sanitary tin is

atlOc. per can
S2.. w n
u Fine Fresh Laid" Einrs ner Dr

fte are sdll selling (he "Standard"
canned fruits at

Phone
.
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co s rick's hack linf thKOTORK
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For Hire at

Popalar McM
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Bogies and Saddle Horses
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PUEBLO POLICE WILL
STAMP OUT GAMBLING.
1'iieoio, Colo., Feb. 14.- -A draw pok-e- r
game which, it is said. ha i,,,
running for some time at 1 06 North
...m avenue, Mas raided
early today
by Mght Captain
Daly and a squad
of officers.
Eight men all prominent

Vigil

veBas uy juage Clarence J. Roberts,
a member of the constitutional convention from Colfax county.
From 26 to 38 That was the
citizens, found aboul ,,e table
range
were in temperature
yesterday, and the avomcers
an
The
s"y
was
warn tin- players of the erage relative humidity was 77 per
approach of the polk,. All eaborate cent. There was a trace of snow.
system of electric si,a,s is said to The temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning was 24 degrees. The weathueen in opera: ion.
er yesterday grew warmer toward
If you WanTanything on
a New Mexican Warn Ad. earth try noon, but in the afternoon and at
night it was decidedly cooler. The
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Johnson's KIuc, Floor rejuvenates the
its or.K..K,l beauly-gre- atly
improves
floors, whether tinned with
shellac,

I

pobsb.ng
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ture at our store

",c

The Santa Fe Hardware &
Supply Co.

Off

&

we are determined to
carry over no winter
goods, if CUT PRICES will move them. PRO-H- T
is lost sight of. This is your month
You

get the profit. Dont think about this
Sale too long-- We
can keep it going but a
short time.
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Prices

MARXClothing. We

VJiteJIs;

1

yLI

Winter Clothing MUST
WE WANT TO CLOSE OUT

GO

ALL-G-

ET

THE MONEY AND MAKEROOM
FOR SPRINGS TOCK.

COME SEE.
C,r,K,

1

a Thrifty Man's
Opportunity

l
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:: It's

THE BIG
STORE.
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Copyright
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ee Samples and Litera

DETEmINATION SALE on
ht!hVA
SCHAFFNER MARX Clothing because
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finish-bri- nEs

furniture, pianos, etc
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spots, water

varnJ.TXr of
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ofinson s lCleen Floor

Off

cent

all

To Keep Your Floors Beautiful

for Mr. Vigil The
woodwork.
have been diligently looking forpolice
one
Victor Vigil who is wanted here
in
connection with the
assaulting of Augustus Torres Saturday night. Torres was badly beaten about the head
and is suffering from the
injuries.
wmi is sam to have left town hur- neoiy alter the affair.
Lecture on the Constitution "The
Constitution, the Men Who Made It
and How They Made It," is the subject of an address delivered this
morning at the regular chpi.oi Ovo,.
cises of the Normal University at Las!

uoouiuu iu sun

F. Andrews

No. 4.
.1

15c

sn

unit
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9o9 by Hart Schaftner

& Marx

THE BIG
STORE.
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